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Growing demand for self-administration devices such as auto-injectors and pen
injectors is leading to ever-more innovative designs.
But in the battle to stay competitive, manufacturing partnerships that can
ensure quality, compliance and patient ease-of-use are key.
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Manufacturing Partnerships
Although the method of collaboration
for every auto-injector or pen injector
project may differ, it is common for
biopharma companies to work with a
primary container partner to provide

by the biopharma company (taking
into

account

possible

issues

the

primary container may have when
the constituents combine), but also
innovating

within

the

sphere

of

applicable quality and compliance

the prefilled syringe or cartridge inside

“The right device manufacturer partner can play a critical role by
not only comprehending and integrating into the device design
the injection requirements inputted by the biopharma company,
but also innovating within the sphere of applicable quality and
compliance„
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Fig 2. Designing devices with human factors considerations: The cap for this device was designed with a fingerprint-like extrusion to help patients with dexterity
issues to enhance their grip. The cap also offers different ways of uncapping (twisting or pulling) giving the user increased flexibility with cap removal
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Human Factors Engineering
Another key compliance item that
follows the design control processes
closely is human factors engineering

minimise potential user complaints.
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findings of studies, as well as to help

Supporting Tools
While integrating critical HFE factors
is an integral requirement to help
with patient compliance, it is also
important to ensure the patient/user
is properly educated and informed
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The use of trainer devices as an
educational tool is a growing trend for
biopharma companies to help with
patient compliance (allowing patients
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usage before any actual injection is
taken. This method can help reduce
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Fig 3. Specialised features (such as an anti-slip varnish to improve grip during injection and others improving
funcationality related to tracking) can be integrated into auto-injector label designs
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usage needs and advance innovative
device designs.
Furthermore, biopharma companies
now have to work even closer with
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Fig 4. Maintaining key manufacturing capabilities in-house (such as moulding) allows for the scalability of
production

confidence when using these devices.
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With all device-related manufacturing

during injection (see Figure 3).

in-house, design engineers will also

compliance. Even more importantly,
a partner with a full suite of critical
manufacturing capabilities in-house
allows for the designer’s innovations
to be realised in a verified production
form.

have the advantage of verifying and

Quality and Innovation
A device manufacturer that houses
key manufacturing capabilities such
as tooling, moulding and assembly
allows the designers to more efficiently

validating their novel designs with
critical activities such as tolerance
analysis, assembly processes, material
selection, and single-cavity to multicavity transitions (see Figure 4).
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